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Hi there, I created a little tutorial to show how I make the atlas style maps like the "Arcania 
map". Note that this document just offers a description of how I do thinks and it's not really a 
cookbook with 100% guaranteed result. In general, it takes time and practice to create a map 
using the techniques described in this document as most of it is hand painted.  
  
The tutorial uses a very small image (only 200pt or something) so the pictures in the document are 
a little small. But they are just to illustrate what I do. I kept them small to keep the size of the 
document in control (and to be able to create this a little faster :). Nevertheless I hope it is of use to 
you  cartographers around. Of course, any feedback on improvements is very welcome.  
 
Cheers! 

 
 

Starting Up... 

Create water-color layer, a landmass layer and a land-color layer (last one clipped on landmass) 
and pop-in your landmass. All layer settings are default settings.  
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As for landmasses there are tons of tutorials on that, just make sure land is 100% black seas are at 
100%. Also you may want to make sure the land-edges are not hard lines but are a little smooth 
(1-2pt feather). 

Palette 

There's many different palette's, but below is the one I use mostly because.... well, I just like it. I 
usually add a palette layer with the colors I want to use (so I can use "ALT"-click to select the 
right color). Hmm, I really should create a set of swatches, but hey I'm lazy. 

 

Initial Layers 

Ok, so the initial layers I start with are listed below. 
 

 

Brushes & Painting Technique 

Most of the stuff in my maps is hand-drawn/painted. I usually use the "Dry Brush" as it uses two 
colors so I go twice as fast. I use this brush with different opacity/flow (50%-70%; keeping flow 
same as opacity) at variable size (I set it with pen-pressure, or use "[" and "]" to resize) and also 
switching between front and back color (key "X") 
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For grunge textures I use the brush with Black and White. For coloring land I switch colors a lot 
to mix different colors.  Basically I start with a large brush and going over it again with a smaller 
one. And once again with an even smaller one, etc.  
 

The steps 

1. Starting point 

So when starting the map looks something like this. Not much fun but it's a start... 
 

 
 

2. The sea 

As the sea is the easiest lets cover this first. Use the dray-brush at the "water-color" layer. Use 
color-pairs next to each other in the palette and paint with 50% opacity. Use dark for deep-sea 
and light for beaches. First go with big brush size and repeat the process with smaller brushes. 
For the outer edge combine with black and for the beaches combine with white. 
 

  
 
Now add an extra layer between the "water-color" and the "landmass" layer and name it "water-
texture". Set the blending mode to "Overlay". 
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Use the same dry brush (50% opacity/flow) as for the sea colors but with Black/White and 
switch a lot between black and white. Start painting until you have something like this: 
 

 
 
There you go, a sea! You could rinse and repeat the water texture layer (with whatever texture 
you like) to make it better. Below I added one extra water texture layer to get a little more detail 
in the sea. 
 

  
 

3. Painting base colors of the land 

Now let's paint the land. I use the dry brush at the land-color layer indicating where I want what 
to go. I usually use brown for mountains, orange for desert, dark-green for forest and light-
green/yellow for meadows. 
 

 
 
So the basic land-colors are now done. Time for some mountains. 

4. Mountains 

Create a new layer named "mountains", clipped on the "landmass" layer with blending set to 
"Overlay". 
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Chose your light-direction and start painting on this layer with black (shades) and white (high-
lights) with a normal round soft brush (50%-70% opacity). Hit the "D" key to set to this default 
values. I use the "X" key for fast switching between black and white. Start with a big brush and 
with each iteration go smaller on the brush. Always keep an eye on your light-direction and keep 
going until you like what you see. Warning: This may take hours and hours to get it right :)  
 

    
 

  
 
Ok, not my best (I did these in 30 minutes and usually it takes me a couple of hours to get it 
right), but good enough for this tutorial. Just remember that making great looking mountains 
requires practice but most of all... time. Sorry, no short-cuts in this style as far as I know :( 
 
Now comes the trick to make them look a little better: Paint on the "land color" using 
brown/yellow high-lights for the peaks and darker for the shades. (Use the standard soft-brush at 
50% opacity). Also throw in a little greenish where you want vegetation and white/grey where 
you want snow.  
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They look a little smooth so I add another layer called "roughen", exactly the same set-up as the 
"mountains" layer.  
 

 
 
This layers is painted the same as the "water-texture" layer, i.e. black and white switching dry 
brush at 50% opacity using different sizes. I "roughen" not only the mountains but the entire 
landmass. 
 

 
 
So that should basically make the mountains. Hmm, I think the shades are a little to dark so I 
correct with white + low-opacity rounded soft brush on the "mountains" layer. 
 

 
 
Ok, that should be the mountains for now, as I usually keep on tweaking until the end. 

5. Rivers 

Good think is that rivers are easy. Just slap on another layer and set it to 50% opacity (normal 
blending). If you make lakes or want canyons you can use the "mountain" layer to add some 
depth to the river/lake sides where you want them adding a little black/white. I use the following 
layer styles. 
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Resulting is something like this: 
 

 

6. Forest 

Also easy are the forest, I use the same technique as for rivers but I use an overlay blend-mode 
with 100% opacity. I paint the forest with a dry brush (black and white) and use a layer style with 
some cloud-texture and color overlay.  
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The result is shown below. Note that I also painted green/brown colors under de forest on the 
"land-color" layer. Also I selected the rivers and cut the river shape out of the forest layer to 
remove trees from the rivers. 
 

 
 

7. Deserts, plains, grasslands and more... 

To finish up I usually create landmarks, hills and more details around the land. After that, I color 
the different details in to get different terrain looks (using the terrain palette). I can't really find a 
good way to describe this, but I use the "roughen", "mountain" and "land-color" layers to get the 
final effects. I also added a little dark blue on in the lakes as shadows of the mountains. 
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8. Finishing it up 

To get the final style, I use multiple additional grunge textures and some saturation adjustment 
and tweak until it is to my liking. Note that Coyote Max's distressed paper texture is one of my 
favorites to use in this stage, thanks bro for those great textures! Also I sometimes use graph-
paper brushes to give additional finishing touch effects. 
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